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MODULAR ANNIHILATOR ,4*-ALGEBRAS 

BY 

B. J. TOMIUK 

1. Introduction. We find several equivalent conditions for an ^4*-algebra with 
dense socle to be completely continuous. Such an A *-algebra is modular annihilator 
[10]. We also study modular annihilator v4*-algebras with the weak (/?fc)-property 
and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for such algebras to be dual. 

Let A be a modular annihilator ^4*-algebra and 91 the completion of A in the 
auxiliary norm; 3t is a dual 2?*-algebra. Let cl^S) denote the closure of the set S 
in <H. In §3 we show that the mapping M - K ^ ( M ) = 9 K sets up a one-to-one corre
spondence between the maximal modular two-sided ideals M of A and the maximal 
modular two-sided ideals 501 of 31, and M=9Jt n A. Using this fact we obtain 
several necessary and sufficient conditions for an ^4*-algebra with dense socle to 
be completely continuous. We thus show that [7, p. 28, Theorem 15], which was 
stated for a dual ^4*-algebra, also holds for an ^4*-algebra with dense socle. In §4 
we investigate modular annihilator ^4*-algebras with the weak (/3fc)-property. 
Several equivalent formulations of this property are included. 

2. Preliminaries. All algebras under consideration are over the complex field C 
An y4*-algebra A is a Banach*-algebra on which there is defined a second norm 
\'\ under which A is a normed algebra with the property that |x*x| = |x|2, xe A. 
The norm |-| is called an auxiliary norm on A. The completion $t of A in an auxiliary 
norm is a l?*-algebra. 

For any set S in an algebra A, let lA(S) and rA(S) be respectively the left and 
right annihilât ors of S in A. An algebra A is modular annihilator if every maximal 
modular left (right) ideal of A has a non-zero right (left) annihilator. A semi-simple 
g-algebra with dense socle is modular annihilator [10, p. 41, Lemma 3.11]; in 
particular a semi-simple Banach algebra with dense socle is modular annihilator. 
A Banach algebra A is an annihilator algebra if rA(J)^(§) for every proper closed 
left ideal / and lA(R)^(§) for every proper closed right ideal R of A. A Banach 
algebra A is dual if lA(rA(J))=J for every closed left ideal / and rA(lA(R))=R for 
every closed right ideal R of A. 

Let A be a dual jB*-algebra. Then every closed *-subalgebra of A is a dual 
algebra and every minimal closed two-sided ideal of A is ^isomorphic to LC(H), 
the algebra of all compact linear operators on a Hilbert space H. Thus if a minimal 
closed two-sided ideal is finite dimensional then it is a full matrix algebra with 
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identity. Every closed two-sided of A which has an identity is finite dimensional 
[6, pp. 221-223]. 

A normed algebra is completely continuous (c.c.) if every a e A is c.c, i.e., the 
mappings x—>ax and x->xa are completely continuous operators on A. Let A be a 
semi-simple Banach algebra and let e be a minimal idempotent of A. Then the 
closed two-sided ideal generated by e is a minimal closed two-sided ideal of A. 
(See the proof of [5, p. 158, Theorem 5].) 

The socle of an algebra A will be denoted by SA. If S is a subset of a normed 
algebra A, clA(S) will denote the closure of S in A. For all other concepts used 
see [8]. 

3. Completely continuous modular annihilator A *-algebras. From [1, p. 6, (1.3)] 
it follows that a modular annihilator v4*-algebra A has a unique auxiliary norm. 
Thus A can be embedded in a unique i?*-algebra 9t. From now on we shall refer 
to % as the completion of A. By [3, p. 287, Lemma 2.6], î[ has dense socle and 
hence, by [6, p. 222, Theorem 2.1], % is dual. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra and 91 the completion of 
A. Then: 

(i) (0) is the only two-sided ideal Iof% such that A n 7=(0). 
(ii) Every nonzero two-sided ideal Iof% contains a minimal idempotent belonging 

to A. 

Proof, (i) Suppose / is a two-sided ideal of 51 such that A C\ /=(0) . We claim 
that AI=(0). In fact, assume that AI?£(Q). Since, by [3, p. 287, Lemma 2.6], SA 

is dense in A relative to the auxiliary norm |-|, there exists a self-adjoint minimal 
idempotent e in A such that el^(0). Let z G / be such that ezj^O. Then ezz*e=Àe, 
A^O in C This shows that e e /which clearly contradicts the fact that A n / = (0). 
Hence AI—(0) and consequently %I= (0). Since 3t is semi-simple, we must have 
7=(0). 

(ii) Suppose / is a nonzero two-sided ideal of 3t. Then, by (i), A 0 / ^ ( 0 ) . 
Thus J=A n lis a nonzero two-sided ideal of 4̂ and, by the semi-simplicity of A, 
AJÏ£(0). Hence AI^(0). The argument in (i) now shows that / contains a minimal 
idempotent of A. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra and 91 the completion 
of A. If Wis a maximal modular two-sided ideal of%, then M=9K n A is a maximal 
modular two-sided ideal of A and 3tR=cl5l(A/). Conversely, if M is a maximal 
modular two-sided ideal of A, then 9K=cl2l(M) is a maximal modular two-sided 
ideal of% and M=9K O A. Thus M->cl2l(M)=9Jl sets up a one-to-one correspond
ence between the maximal modular two-sided ideals M of A and the maximal modular 
two-sided ideals ÏR of%, and M=$ft n A. 
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Proof. Let 501 be a maximal modular two-sided ideal of 31. Since 31 is modular 
annihilator, by [2, p. 574, Theorem 6.4], 31/501 is finite dimensional. Let 3=%(9ft). 
Since 3 n $ft=(0) and 3+9Jt=3I, 3 is a finite dimensional minimal closed two-
sided ideal of 31. Since 31 is dual, 3 is a full matrix algebra with identity e; 
3=é>3t=3te. It follows now that 9K=( l -e)3 t=3I( l -e ) . Moreover, by Lemma 
3.1 (ii), 3 contains a minimal idempotent/e A. As 3=cln(AfA) and J=c\A(AfA) 
is dense in 3 , we have 3 = / and consequently e e A. Hence 3 is also a minimal 
closed two-sided ideal of A and so M=(\—e)A~A(\— e) is a maximal modular 
two-sided ideal of A. Clearly M=9K n A and 9K=clgi(M). 

Conversely, suppose M is a maximal modular two-sided ideal of A. Then, by 
the argument above, I=rA(M) is a finite dimensional minimal closed two-sided 
ideal of A. Since clu(I)=I, I is also a minimal closed two-sided ideal of 3t and so 
I—eA—Ae, where e is an idempotent in A. Hence M=(l— e)A=A(l — e) and 
SPf{=(l — e)5t=5{(i— e) is a maximal modular two-sided ideal of 31. Clearly 
9K=cl^(M) and M=9W n ^ . 

COROLLARY 3.3. Z>f A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra and% the completion 
of A. Then A and 3t have the same minimal closed two-sided ideals of finite dimension. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Let Abe a modular annihilator A*-algebra and% the completion 
of A, Then A is strongly semi-simple if and only z/3I is strongly semi-simple. 

Proof. Let {$RJ be the family of all maximal modular two-sided ideals of A. 
Then, by Theorem 3.2, {Ma=9Jla n A} is the family of all maximal modular 
two-sided ideals of A. Thus ( f la^a) n A = f\a (2Ra n A) = Ç\a Ma. Therefore 
p | a 2fta=(0) implies that f|a Mx=(0) a n ( i conversely, by Lemma 3.1 (i), fla M a = 
(0) implies fla $Ra=(0). This completes the proof. 

We recall that an ^4*-algebra with dense socle is modular annihilator. With 
the help of the observations above we obtain the following theorem which was 
proved by Ogasawara and Yoshinaga for a dual ^4*-algebra [7, p. 28, Theorem 15] : 

THEOREM 3.5. Let A be an A*-algebra with dense socle and SU the completion of A. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) A is a c.c. algebra, 
(ii) 31 is a c.c. algebra, 

(iii) A is strongly semi-simple. 
(iv) There exists an orthogonal family [ea} of self-adjoint idempotents in the 

center of A such that aea=0, for all a, implies a=0. 

Proof. (i)->(ii). Suppose A is c.c. Since every minimal left (right) ideal of A is 
of the form Ae(eA), where e is an idempotent, every such ideal is finite dimensional. 
As SA is dense in 3t, it follows that 3t is c.c. 

(ii)->(iii). Suppose 3t is c.c. Then every minimal closed two-sided ideal of 31 is 
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finite dimensional. In fact, let / be a minimal closed two-sided ideal of 21 and / a 
minimal left ideal of the algebra /. Since J=%e, where e is a minimal idempotent 
of 21, / is finite dimensional. As / has a faithful (left regular) representation on / , 
/ is also finite dimensional. Thus 1^(1) is a maximal modular two-sided ideal. But 
21 is the direct topological sum of its minimal closed two-sided ideals. Hence 21 
is strongly semi-simple and so, by Corollary 3.4, A is strongly semi-simple. 

(iii)->(iv). Suppose (iii) holds. Then, by Corollary 3.4, 2t is strongly semi-simple 
and therefore is the direct topological sum of its finite dimensional minimal closed 
two-sided ideals Ia each of which belongs to A. Let ea be the identity of Ia. Then 
clearly {ea} has all the properties stated in (iv). 

(iv)->(i). Suppose {ea} is a family of self-adjoint idempotents in A with the 
properties stated in (iv). Then clearly {ea} belongs to the center of 21 and so 4=e a2I 
is a closed two-sided ideal of 21 with identity and hence finite dimensional. Now 
/ = { * G 2t:*é?a=0 for all a} is the (0) ideal of 21 by Lemma 3.1 (i), since A n /=(0) . 
Hence 2t is the direct topological sum of the Ia and so is c.c. Thus every minimal 
left ideal of A is finite dimensional and since SA is dense in A, it follows that A is 
also c.c. 

REMARK. It is easy to see from the proof above that the statements (ii), (iii) and 
(iv) of Theorem 3.5 are equivalent for any modular annihilator J*-algebra. 

4. Modular annihilator ^4*-algebras with the weak ( pfc)-property. Let A be a 
Banach*-algebra. A is said to have the weak (^-property if, for every minimal 
left ideal / of A, there exists a constant &>0 such that ||x||2<fc \\x * JC|| for all 
x eL Now suppose that A has the property that x*x=0 implies x=0. Then every 
minimal left ideal I of A is of the form I=Ae, where e is a self-adjoint minimal 
idempotent [8, p. 261, Lemma (4.10.1)], and the scalar-valued function (x,y) 
given by (x,y)e=y*x on J is an inner product on /. Let \x\0=(x, x)1/2, x e I. 
It can be shown that A has the weak (/^-property if and only if every minimal 
left ideal lis complete in the norm |-|0, or what is the same, the norms |-|0 and ||-|| 
are equivalent on every minimal left ideal / of A, (See [8, p. 263, Theorem (4.10.6)] 
and its proof.) In particular if a minimal left ideal is finite dimensional then the 
two norms |*|0 and ||-|| are equivalent on /. Thus a c.c. y4*-algebra has the weak 
(/3fc)-property. 

Let A be an ^4*-algebra. It follows from [9] that if A is a dense two-sided ideal 
of a dual J?*-algebra then A has the weak (/?fc)-property. Also A is an annihilator 
algebra if and only if A has dense socle and the weak (^-property. Thus having 
the weak (/3fc)-property is weaker than being a dense two-sided ideal of a dual 
i?*-algebra. Also a modular annihilator ^4*-algebra with the weak (j8fc)-property 
need not be an annihilator algebra unless it has dense socle. 

The following lemma shows that ^4*-algebras which are modular annihilator 
and have the weak (^-property are the most general semi-simple Banach*-algebras 
with these properties; more precisely: 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a semi-simple modular annihilator Banach*-algebra with 
the weak {^-property. Then A is a modular annihilator A *-algebra. 

Proof. Since lA(SA)=(0) [4, p. 516], it follows from [8, p. 73, Corollary (2.5.8.)] 
that A has the unique norm topology and consequently the involution in A is 
continuous. Now suppose x e A is such that x*x=0 and let / be a minimal left 
ideal of A. Then, for each a G I, (xa)*(xa)=a*x*xa=(0). Hence, by the weak 
(^-property, ||xa||2=0 which implies that xa=0 and consequently that JC /=(0) . 

It follows now that xSA=(0) and hence that x=0 since lA(SA)=(0). Applying 
[8, p. 262, Corollary (4.10.4)] completes the proof. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra and 31 the completion of 
A. Then following statements are equivalent'. 

(i) A has the weak {^-property. 
(ii) A and 31 have the same socle. 

(iii) For every closed right ideal I of A, o\%{I)SA <= /. 
(iv) WSA <= A. 

Proof. (i)-*(ii). If (i) holds, then every minimal left (right) ideal of 31 is also a 
minimal left (right) ideal of 31 and hence SA is a dense two-sided ideal of 21. Thus 
if / is a minimal left ideal of 31, then / n SA is a nonzero left ideal of 3t and there
fore, by the minimality of / , we must have / = / n SA. Hence S% c: SA and, as 
SA c Su, we obtain S^=SA. 

(ii)-^(iii). Suppose (ii) holds, and let J be a minimal left ideal of A. Since J is 
also a minimal left ideal of 31, the norms |-| and ||-|| are equivalent on / . Thus if 
x G cl%(I) and y G J then, since xy eJ, we have \\xy\\ <k \xy\ <k \x\ \y\, for some 
constantk>0. But \y\ <jS \\y\\ [8, p. 187, Corollary (4.1.10)].Hence \\xy\\ <c \x\ \\y\\ 
for some constant c>0. Now let {xn} be a sequence in / such that \xn—x\~>0. 
Then \\xny—xy\\-+0 since \\xny—xy\\<c\xn—x\ \\y\\. Thus xy e I and therefore 
c\u(I)SA cz L 

(iii)->(iv). Since SA is dense in 31, ol^(c\A(SA))SA=<HSA. Hence if (iii) holds, 
then %SA c c\A(SA) c A. 

(iv)->(i). If <$ISA <= A, then clearly every minimal left ideal / of A is also a 
minimal left ideal of 3t. Thus / is complete in the norm |-|, whence (i). 

THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra with the weak (ftk)-
property and let 31 be the completion of A. Then, for every closed right ideal I of A, 
we have : 

(i) /a(cl3I(/))=cla(/4(/)); 

(ii) cl%(I) n A=rA(L(m 
(iii) 01^(7)=^ if and only if SA <= /. 
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Proof. Since A has the weak (/3fc)-property and % is dual, the proofs of (i) and 
(ii) are exactly the same as those given for similar statements in [9, p. 54, Lemma 
5.5] for an annihilator ^4*-algebra. Statement (hi) is an immediate consequence 
of the facts that cln(I)SA <= /, SA is dense in 21 and <HSA = SA. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be a modular annihilator A*-algebra with the weak (fiky 
property and let % be the completion of A. Then A is dual if and only if, for every 
closed right ideal I of A, c\%(I) n A=L 
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